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Parents Lorri Emmerich (Mom), Scott Emmerich (Dad), Gannon Emmerich (Brother)

Drama Club, Various Jazz Choir activities, Beekeeping, Piano, A Cappella

UW Whitewater with a major in Music Theory & Composition

I’d like to be composing/writing music for artists, various programs, and maybe for my own performance

The first year might make high school seem super difficult and a lot of work, but once you have all of your important
classes out of the way it becomes a lot less hard than it seems. It also takes a couple months or even a year or so to
meet a true group of friends, so be patient they’re there, you just need to give it some time or even give yourself
some time to put yourself out there.

I used to only do music as a hobby and I imagined myself as a veterinarian because of my love for animals. Once I
realized the amount of work in that degree and my lack of success in biology, however, I changed my mind. During
this time, I also realized that music was more of a hobby in my life, and that it might be something I want to pursue as
a career.

Different Interrupted Crazy

My supportive family and friends by my side to help me through all of my hardships and cheer me on through all of
my successes.

Back in middle school, I had a band teacher named Mr. Wulff. I was taking a week of Summer lessons from him one
year, and one day we had gotten off topic and started having more of a life lesson type of talk. He shared a story
about how he and his brother were walking along the shore of a beach where a bunch of starfish had washed ashore
and were slowly drying out. While they were walking, he took one of the starfish and tossed it back into the ocean.
His brother had asked “Why did you toss just that one? It doesn’t make much of a difference with all the other ones.”
Mr. Wulff had replied “It made a difference to that one.” That advice stuck with me ever since I heard it. You can’t
save or befriend everyone, but you can make a huge impact on the few that you do.

Determined Creative Unique
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Advise for incoming freshman:

What did I imagine myself as as a child?

How would I describe my Senior year in three words?

I could not live without…

Who gave me the best advice and what was it?
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